2020 WildFlowers Australia Student Floristry Competition
RECOVERY

from
bushﬁres
and drought

Participants: Certificate III students. 63 entries was a huge achievement, given greatly
reduced class time and other restrictions across the country!
From: 9 colleges located in QLD, NSW, the ACT and WA competed.

and the 2020 winners are...
Toni Johnson

South Metropolitan TAFE Murdoch, WA

1st

‘Blaze of renewal’. Dedicated to the 33 people who died fighting
the fires and to the tens of thousands of volunteers, emergency
services and ADF personnel who fought the blazes. The charcoaled
wandoo slab supporting the arrangement and the overlaying
charred branch are a nod to the fires. From these charred remains,
native flowers bloom after fire has have triggered seeds to
germinate and the chemicals in the ash stimulate growth. The
vibrant colour palette of banksia, strawflowers, pincushions, billy
buttons and wattle is seemingly ablaze – reflecting the fires that
preceded them but more importantly evoking energy, stimulation,
happiness, joy, warmth, comfort, excitement and enthusiasm – a
real mood lifter. The kangaroo paws are reaching for the sky,
denoting hope for the future.

Theme: Create a sideboard arrangement suitable for presentation to a grower or a
volunteer impacted by the drought or the bushfires.
Task: Choose 3 Australian native & 2 South African flower or foliage products and identify
their special features, the typical colour range and stem length and seasonal availability.

By Bettina Gollnow
Creativity, technical and research skills were on show in this year’s
WildFlowers Australia national student floristry competition as
students reflected on the impacts of drought and bushfires in
2019 and 2020 to inspire their work. Their brief was to create a
sideboard arrangement suitable for presentation to a grower or a
volunteer impacted by the drought or the bushfires.
Sixty three entries was a huge achievement, given greatly reduced
class time and other restrictions across the country. Certificate III
students enrolled at 9 colleges located in Qld, NSW, the ACT and
WA competed.
Entries showed a high standard of design and technical skills.
There were many innovative interpretations of our theme
featuring our amazing Australian and South African wildflowers.
Interpretations covered the miraculous recovery of the bush and
Australian plants after fire; resilience; regeneration and the healing
power of nature; thank you to someone who battled the fires and
saved the animals; unity in disaster; the cycle of life; and uplifting
colours to ensure we ‘never give up!’. Students selected or made
their own container or base and there were very creative choices,
including pieces of bark or burnt logs, ceramic or glass containers
and wooden boxes.
In their design notes, entrants described their inspiration and
interpretation of our brief, reviewing the impacts of the drought
and bushfires on our land, our bushland, and our people.
In researching which products to use, students delved into the
colours and textures of different wildflowers, and many looked
deeper choosing specific flowers for their symbolism, like furry
kangaroo paws and soft flannel flowers to depict the lost wildlife,
red, yellow and orange flowers to evoke fire and flames, black
and grey products to signify smoke and green products for ‘new
life’. Many designs successfully incorporated burnt or dried
materials to contrast with vibrant fresh flowers used.
Many students relished the opportunity to learn something new
and keep busy during this weird pandemic year, undertaking
detailed research and producing beautiful portfolios. Many
discovered more about our resilient and fire adapted Australian
flora and visited burnt areas of the bush after the fires to assess
this for themselves and collect materials for their arrangement. For
quite a few students it was very personal as the bushfires and/or
drought impacted them and their families directly.
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Students this year completed an additional research task. They
had to choose 3 Australian native and 2 South African flower or
foliage products and identify their special features, the typical
colour range and stem length and seasonal availability.

Clair Reynolds

TAFE NSW Ultimo Campus

2nd

Inspired by the way the Australian bush springs back to life after
fire. The burnt devastation is quickly transformed by the vivid
green and red of the new leaves sprouting. The arrangement is
radial and asymmetric in style to show the plants and flowers
bursting forth unchecked after the fire, highlighting that recovery
is not symmetrical or orderly. Flowers used include those that are
stimulated by fire or which can regenerate, such as flannel
flowers and waratah. Design notes outstanding for their detail
and research.

Judges assessed each student’s application of floristry design
elements and principles, their selection and use of quality
materials and whether these suited the design. They also
considered whether the design was appropriate to our theme.
As always, high quality clear photographs were key as were well
written design notes and teachers’ assessments.

Winners:

First place - Toni Johnson
Second place - Clair Reynolds
Third place - Catherine Neilson

Catherine Neilson

Canberra Institute of Technology, ACT

Highly commended

“To see a World in a Grain of Sand/ and a Heaven in a Wildflower”.
Conveys the healing power of nature – especially the important
role nature (represented here by wildflowers) can play in mental
health recovery when responding to loss and traumatic events,
especially the deaths of 3 USA firefighters near Canberra.

3rd

Letizia Grazi

Cerina Triglavcanin

TAFE NSW Ultimo Campus

South Metropolitan TAFE Murdoch, WA

The design aims to encourage the viewer to pause and contemplate
the beauty to be found in the detail of everyday things – like the
extraordinary range of colours, textures, patterns and scents of the
wildflowers. Secondly the piece is designed to serve a more subtle
memorial function, aiming to evoke the mood and imagery of a
peaceful resting place (a ‘field of flowers’); a tacit gesture of comfort
and support for those most closely impacted by the tragedy. Excellent
design notes and symbolism, for example pink was selected as the
primary colour of the design because it is the colour of the fire
retardant foam, it is one of the first colours to emerge in vegetation
regrowth following a bushfire (initial epicormic recovery growth)
and the colour pink is widely used in therapeutic healing and mental
healthcare settings due to its psychologically calming effect on patients.

State Prizes:
QLD - Janelle Scown, The Flower School, Qld.
NSW – Jenny Kim, Pearsons School of Floristry, Sydney, NSW
ACT – Kerry Fagan, Canberra Institute of Technology, ACT
WA - Denise Burgess, South Metropolitan TAFE Murdoch, WA

Participating Colleges:
> Canberra Institute of Technology, ACT
> Flowers to Impress, QLD
(a private college new to the competition this year)
> Pearsons School of Floristry, Sydney
> South Metropolitan TAFE, Murdoch, WA – 2 classes
> TAFE NSW Padstow campus – 2 classes
> TAFE NSW Ryde-Hornsby campus – 2 classes
> TAFE NSW – Richmond campus
> TAFE NSW – Ultimo campus
> The Flower School, Brisbane

COMPETITION SPONSORS
Sincere thanks to the following businesses for supporting the 2020 competition through sponsorship.
All Things Botanical

Brushtop Farm

East Coast Wildflowers

Flowers Magazine

Helix Australia

International Protea Association

Koch & Co

Premium Greens Australia

Tesselaar Flowers

Wafex

Wildflower Industry Network of NSW Inc.

Wildflowers WA

WFA is the national industry body focusing on the marketing and sales of cut flower and foliage products of Australian and closely related South
African species for the floristry industry. www.wildflowersaustralia.com.au | www.facebook.com/wildflowers.australia
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